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a 	 Computing Quadratic Programming Problems:
Linear Inequalityand E ualit 	 *
	
Equ y Constraints
ABSTRACT
Thos paper presents a computational method for the general quadratic
programming problem with linear (inequality and equality) constraints.
These problems can be reformulated as 'hard core' quadratic programs
r w•t	
k
which involve minimizing a sum of squares of the unknown parameters
subject to inequality constraints alone. This 'hard cure' problem is
solved and the solution can be obtained by explicit linear transformations
i. 4	and translations to the original coordinates,
i.	 An application of (least squares) constrained curve fitting (by
r; general cubic splines) is presented.
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This paper presents the results of one phase of research carried out at the
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, under Contract
NAS7-100, sponsored by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
e
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1.	 INTRODUCTION
i
I will present an algorithm for solving any general quadratic
programming problem with linear constraints # 	 This includes the cases where
the coefficient matrix is rank deficient.
	 Other algorithms have been
suggested by a variety of authors (Ref. [1], P. 93-174, esp. P. 171-174
and Golub and Sa"nders [2]),	 1	 The main point of this
paper is tAat a reformulation of the problem leads to a more numerically
stable algorithm.
An application of this algorithm to curve fitting (by cubic splines)
d
r
with equality and inequality constraints on the function and its derivatives
is given in Section 5.
Most quadratic programs are stated in the form of
F t
Problem P
Let A,b,C,d,E and f respectively denote mA x n, m 	 x 1, m 	 x n, m 	 x 1,
mE x n, and mE x l real matrices.	 Find x such that the euclidean norm,
jjAx-blj, is minimized	 (1.1)
subject to
Ex = £	 (1.2)
and
Cx z d.
	 (1.3)
Here the inequality of (1.3) means that all mC inequalities are to hold
simultaneously.
ia'
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A reliable computational capacity for solving Problem P is extremely
important when one is computing a solution to a linear system of algebraic
equations where the solution variables are to have certain bounds or
constraints which can be expressed in terms of linear combinations of the
variables. Such applications, to name only three, occur in curve fitting,
nonlinear constrained parameter estimation with Newton's method, and the
computation of nonnegative approximate solutions to linear integral equations.
In Section 3 I will show that the general situation of Problem P can
be reformulated as another quadratic programming problem,
Problem Q
Find	 x = (xl,...)xn)T such that
r
f 	 2 E xi2 , (1 S r s n), is minimized	 (l.t+)
J=1
subject to
Cx z d.	 (1,5}
The matrix C and vector d of the inequality (1.5) are m x n and m x 1
respectively. They are not generally the same as C and d of Eq. (1.3). I'll
use the same symbols to ease the notation.
Finally I mention here that this algorithm for solving Problem P is
most appropriate for those problems where computer core storage is available
for the matrices A, C and E.
During the remainder of this paper, when convenient, I'm going to refer
to other work 4rhich describes the details of the computations which will be
needed.
.000
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The key procedure for solving Problem Q is th e gradient projection
B. J.algorithm of J  Rosen see^,	 (	 [33). I've modified this algorithm and given.
a method for removing and adding columns to a matrix whose pseudoinverse
(matrix giving the least squares solution of shortest length) must be
computed. This method is numerically very stable.
The computational method used to solve Problem Q involves an application
of the following theorem ([11 p. 114).
Theorem 1.1 (Kuhn-Tucker Conditions)
A necessary and sufficient condition that the function f of Problem Q
at tam its minimum at a point x with Cx a d is that these exist an m-vector
y such that
`	 T	 TC y = [xl,...,xr,0,...,
	
(
0^ ^ Y Z 0)•
Rosen's gradient projection algorithm C31, as I've modified it, finds
an n-vector x and an m-vector y so that the conditions of Theorem 1.1 are
satisfied. Rosen's original algorithm can be expected to work well for the
case r=n because the projected gradient always points toward the uncon-
strained minimum of f(x) restricted to a linear (constraint) flat.
In case r < n the projected gradient may not point toward the
unconstrained minimum of f(x) on this linear (constraint) flat. This
unconstrained minimum can be obtained by,solving a certain least squares
problem with linear equality constraints. The details for this and a
computational procedure for accomplishing it are described in Section 3,
Procedure L3.
9E
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2. NOTATIONAL REMARKS
I'll say that a matrix A (of real numbers) is m x n if A has m rows and
n columns. Whenever there may be confusion I'll write Amxn to designate this.
The symbols 
I  
and Op respectively stand for the p x p identity and
the q x q zero matrices. By AGB I'll mean the direct sum of (square
A 11
A and B the block diagonal A6B =)	 ^	 	 0 B1matrices	 . The m x n matrix of all
zeros will be designated by OmXn whenever there is any question of the
dimensions. The norm of a vector x, 11x1j, will mean the euclidean norm,
11XII = (x TX)	 The corresponding matrix norm far 
mxn 
is 11A11
	
maxl j1Axjj
^I	 I
sl , where sl is the largest singular value of A. (See Golub and Rensch [31).
An m x n matrix Q, (m z n), is orthonormal if QTQ :: T .
n
The symbol c will denote the relative precision of a computer word;
t number of all positive numbers I such that 1+11 equals
floating point addition.
{
°i
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3. REFORMULATING PROBLEM P AND SOLVING PROBLEM Q
The procedure of reformulating problem P to have the form of Problem Q
is a five step procedure:
STEP
1	 Remove the linear e quality constraints and obtain
a problem of the same general form as Problem P
but with linear equality constraints not explicitly
present.
2	 Make linear changes of variables, and a translation
of coordinates, so that Problem P reduces to the
'hard core' problem of minimizing a sum of squares
subject to linear inequality constraints.
3	 Solve this 'hard core' problems Problem Q.
4	 Reapply the transformations of Step 2. 	 `
5	 Reapply the transformations of Step 1 to obtain the
solution of Problem P as stated.
More precisely, the most general solution of Eq. ( 1.2) has the form
x = x0
 + Hy where Ex  =` and the columns of the matrix H are an ortho-
normal basis for the subspace of all solutions to Ex = 0. Tius Eq. (1.2)
is satisfied if x = x0 + Hy and the vector y (whose dimension is the rank
deficiency of E) is chosen to minimize the euclidean norm of IWV-(b-Ax0)11
b'	 x	 Note that this is Problem P without the equalitysu ject 	 C Hy Z d- C0•	 	 Y
constraints of Eq. (1.2) .
^c
Let us now revert to the original notation. Consider first the case
where the dimensions m and n satisfy mA k n. You obtain a singular value
decomposition A = USVTAwhere UT  = I
n 
= WT = 
T	 n
VTV and S = diag( s1 ,...,s )
s 1 • • z sn z 0. Now for all x, J^x-b11 _ J,SV x-g I) where
x
r-7-
A m g w, [gl .. . ,gM 3 . Thus you have the equivalent problem of finding y
A
to minimize J1gy-gJJ subject to CVy k d, (y=VTx).
If the diagonal matrix S was nonsingular we could let z = Sy-919
Cgl, ... ,gn 3T , When the 'hard core' problem would be to minimize J{zJJ (or
1,z1,2/2
 equivalently) subject to CVS lz z d - C^. This is exactly Problem
Q with proper relabeling of the variables. In case S is singular (say
sr > 0 and sr+, - • . •	 s  = 0) you will note that for every y, IISY_g ,,2
( slyl-gl )2
 +000+ (s r
yr gr)2 + gr+1.2 +000+    gmA
 2,
Thus the minimum of IISy-g,12 subject to the constraints will occur at
the same point as the minimum of (sly,-gl )2 +•••+ (sryr-gr )2 subject to
these same constraints. Now the coordinates of y are transformed by setting
slyl-gl *2 Zl" O O P sryr^fir = zro yr+1 zr+l, ... ,yn = zn . If you put S
diag(sl,...,sr,l,. .,].) you have the equivalent problem of minimizing
(z12
 +...+ z
r2 )/2 subject to CVS 1z k d-Vg, where Q = [gls...,gr,0, ... ,0]T.
This is Problem Q again,
In the case where mA
 < n you construct orthonorAl matrices 
'mA x 
mA
and nxn so that QAK = [R,0] where R is mA x mA and upper triangular. With
X = Ky, we'll have the problem of minimizing J1Ryl -QbJJ subject to CKy z d.
mA n-mA
Here I've written y [yIf _773T . A singular value decomposition is now
obtained for R and substitutions analogous for the case mA Z n are again
performed to obtain a problem of the class Problem Q. I'll not elaborate
further on the case mA < n,
Now I'll discuss the important details of the computation of Problem
P and Problem Q.
rs•^
x
I..._..._	
_	
T.-
5^.
jS
r^
fi
i
a
I	 ^
v.
So 
	
a least, s wares problem w,
 ith constraints
Procedure Ll(A,b,Eyf,Cyd,mA)mEmC,n;x,res).
The problem (Problem p) is to solve
Ax !t b (least squares),
 
Am
A x n
sub ,act to
Ex= f	
' EmE x n
and
Cx Z d	
' Cm x n'C
Here mA , mE , mC and n are each positive integers.
Removing linear equa^lit_y constraints from a standard quadratic
programming problem.
008-
Step
1
2
Compute x0 = E + f for the matrix E of rank r  s min (ME ,n).
(See Hanson-Lawson [5:1 for an algorithm which effectively
computes XO.)
We will have x  as a numerically acceptable particular
solution to Ex=f provided 11FxC-f jj s e[ jjf jj+jjxO jj- IIEjj ] . If
this condition is not satisfied, make an error
indication and stop. (Take JJEI, to be the maximum of row
sums of absolute values of components of E.)
. ' O^-
9-
t
3
	
	 Else b-Axp and d-Cx0, respectively replace b and d in
storage,
Let H denote the n x (n-r.) mat rix whose columns form an
orthonormal basis for all solutione to Ex=Q. The most
general solution of x=f is x=x0+Hy, y an arbitrary
(n-r.) vector, Then Ali and CH replace A, and C in storage.
(See Hanson and Lawson [51 for an algorithm which does
this In an efficient way,)
5	 Execute the procedure T2 (A, b, C, d; 'A-"C, n-rE ; y, res) to
solve the reduced problem:
. Solve	 My '^ b-Ax4 (least squares)
sub ect to CHy z d-CxO*
6
	
	 The solution is computed as x = xO+Hy, where res
J^x-bj1 is computed by the procedure 12.
n,.
r -.
i
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{
Refor.,ulating a quadratic programming 2roblem as a Rroblem of the
class °Probleitt Q'
Procedure L2 (A,b ) C,d; mpmC,n;x,res)
The problem here is to solve
Ax E-- b ' m
A 
x 
n' (least squares)
subject to
Cx Z d, CmC x n'
This calculation can be done with the following steps.
Step
1 Have AD replace A in storage where D is chosen so that
each non-zero column of A has euclidean length one.
2 If mA < n go to step 8.
3 Compute a singular value decomposition for A, A=USVT,
where UTb = g = [gl,,.,,gm
 ]T
 replaces b in storage, V
A
replaces the first n rows and columns of A in storage,
and S = diag(s l,...,sr ,0,...,0), with s 	 z 000	 2!s	 > D,r
A	 A
(rA s n).	 (See Golub and Reinsch [4] for an efficient
procedure for this.)
rA	 n-rA
4 CV replaces C in storage.	 Put C = {C1,
	 c2 	 Next C1
dia	 s	 1g( 1,,,.,sr )	 replaces C1 in storage, and then
A
d-Cl[gl'' "' gr ]T replaces d in storage.
A
We now have the problem:
Step
5
-11-
minimize (zit+•..+zr 2 )I, (rA s n), subject to
A
Cz Z d, z =[zl,,.,,zniT.
This hard core problem is solved with the procedure
L3(c ) d ; mC ,n,rA; x,res)
rA n-rA
_.._.
Let x = [xlT, x2T 1T. Then xi
+[gl'" ''gr 71 replacesA
x  in storage. Next x1diag(sl,...,sr )-1 replaces x 
in storage.	 A
7	 Finally Vx and Dx consecutively replace x in storage,
and the procedure is completed for the case m z n
A	 i
upon replacing res in,storage by (rest+g2 +•••+g2 )
rA+l
	
mA '
8	 In case mA < n, comente orthonormal matrices Q and K
such that QAK = [R,U], where R is upper triangular and
mA x mA. Then QA and Qb replace A and b in storage.
Next AK and CK respectively replace A and C in storage.
(It is important to note that the matrix K needs (essentially)
just the last n-mA columns of A for storage of the data
which descrikes it.) Now the mA x mA upper triangular
matrix R has replaced the firstmA
 columns of A in storage.
9	 We now have the problem of minimizing IJRx1-bIl subject
m n-mA A
to Clxl + C2x2 Z d. Here C = [C12  C2], and
m^ n-mA
X = [x1T, x2T IT. Now a singular value decomposition
R = USVT is obtained. The equivalent problem is to
minimize 11Szi
 UTb1l subject to C1VzI
 + C2x2 Z d, (z1=VTX1)'
This allows us to replace C1
 and b in storage by C1V
and A respectively.
AIk
-12-
z
	
.'	 Step
i'
9 (cont'd,) Let UTb = g = [gl,..., gm 170
	
^^	
A
10	 Suppose rA !9
	
is the rank of A. Then s 1 Z " ' Z srA
> 0 and sr 
+1 =...
r sm	 0.
A	 A
Repartitaon the matrix C = [C1' C2
11	 Now Cldiag(sl,...,s 	 1 replaces C1 in storage, and
rA
	
k4	 then d-C1[gl,...,gr ]T
 replaces d in storage.
A
12	 We then have the problem of minimizing (x12+•••+xr )/2A
	
'	 subject to Cx k d, This 'hard core' problem is solved
with the procedure L3(C,d; mC ,n ) rA ; x,res).
rA n-rA
_	 T	 T T	 1'13	 Let x - [xl , x2 ]	 Then x1+1gl ,...,gr
 ] replaces
^, 4 r-lA
v5	 xl in storage, Next xldiag(sl,.^.,sr )	 replaces xl
in storage.	 A
1 .,
m 
	
n-mA
14	 Repartition x	 x T x T^T
	
[ 1 , 2	 Then Vx1 replaces xl
in storage,
15	 Now Kx and Dx consecutively replace x in storage. The
solution is computed upon replacing res in storage by
(rest +g	 2+...+g 2)
r +1	 mA	 A
F
1
1
i
1
h
r
a'
v
r
r
t
s
4
N
•	 bh +(
d y
— l3 u
Remark
In Stepp 3 and Step 10 the (numerical) choice of the rank of the
diagonal matrix S ',s often a nontrivial problem.
If s IIsl < e (1=min(mA,n)) then the rank should be no larger than the
smallest integer r such that sr+1Is1 < e. Call this int6ger r l; if
sAIs1 z e put rl = A.
Now if the least squares Problem P has had each row weighted by the
reciprocal of the standard deviation of the error of the corresponding obser-
vation, then one should find the smallest integer, say r2 , such that IIAx-b I(2 =
mA
E	 g^ < MA . (This allows for an error no less than the magnitude of
J = r2+1
the standard deviation of the observation error to occur in each component
of the residual vector Ax-b.) Finally set rA = min(rl,r2).
r
uadratic programs:
	 m^ nim3ze f (x) _ ^ E x is subject toHard core,q	 i
i-1
Cx 2 d, 
Cmxn.
Procedure L3 (C,d; m, n,r; x,res)
This is done with the following steps.
' Step
0 If m=0 then set x=0, and quit; if 0 Z d then set x=0 and
quit.
M
1 Else, normalize the m rows of C to each have euclidean
length one.	 Multiply d by the diagonal matrix so defined.
Here C and d can be modified in the same storage.
2 Separate the integers 1,...,m into two ordered disjoint
groups, 1, and P.
The class L.° will consist of all those integers for
which the corresponding numbered constraint is violated
or exactly satisfied.
	 The class (P contains the rest.
Numerically,
TTx --	 i	 -	 s	 +ci	
- di	 f	 J c ix di 1	 9	 l!x ll + ldi 1	 .
3 If there	 toare no violated constraints go	 Step 7 unless
r=0 in which case quit.
4 Else place the rows from C and the components of d
indexed by members of	 to a working array A and a_P,
working vector b
	
f 	 .
5 Now b-Ax replaces b in storage.
T
x„'71
—15-
Step
	
6	 Compute dx = A + b (see Hanson and Lawson for a computational
procedure C5]). Next x+dx replaces x in storage. Then
go to Step 2 unless more than max(m,n) iterations of
Steps 2 -6 have been executed. In the latter case quit;
the constraints Cx Z d are contradictory.
Remark
The algorithm of Steps 2 -6 was suggested by Rosen in
[3]. No proof of convergence was given there.
	
7	 Compute F and G', and introduce a third class for the
integers 1,...,m, say U. The class U is disjoint
from(A.	 The class U has k members, a has t members,
and(P has m-k-t members. Initially set k=0 or U=O,
	8 	 If x is not satisfying some constraint exactly, compute
t _ max (d i c iTx). Then tx replaces x in storage. Go
to Step 7.
	
9	 Else let g=grad(f(x))=(x T1,...)xr,0,...,0) .
	
10	 For k > 0 compute y=Akg with the procedure L4 (A,k,n,g).
k n-kw
Here Akg = R-1 dl, with Qk ... Qlg = [di, d2].	 The matrices
Q1 , 00 ,,Qk are orthonormal and R is kxk upper `triangular
and nonsingular,
	
11	 Compute IIAky-gII = IId2 11 and find q and c such that c =
yq = min yi. Set c = 0 if .0	 (or k=0).
icu
	
12	 Compute e = c [ IIy I I+ I Id2113-
	
13	 If c s -e go to Step 23.
a0-0-
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Step
14	 Else if E1d211 S e[ J1x JJ+ JJyJ ] then x is an optimum primal
solution, y is a dual olution, and [2f(x)31 is the
value of x 2+•••+x 2	 We set res = 2f x	 and
quit.
15	 Else compute v = g-Aky, (=g, if k=0), and compute p and
an integer q such that p = cqv max civ, (il^e
(If 6=U set p=0,)
16	 If p > E I1d2 11 go to Step 22.
17	 Else if r=n or k=0 go to Step 20
18	 Else we compute the unconstrained minimum of f(x)
subject to the equality constraints that x remain on
the linear flat of all solii",ions to Aix = dk.	 Here
Ak is the matrix by the same name as that of Step 10
and d 	 is the vector formed with the components of d
corresponding to the ieU in the same order as their
appearance as rows Ak, (or columns of Ak).
The decomposition [RT,O]T
 = Qk ... Q1Ak (already computed.)
yields [RT .0] = AkQl...Qk.	 Now let
k n-k
T	 T T	 T•-
Y,= (Yl$Y2 )	 Q = Q1...Qkf and Q v = Y.
We now have the (equivalent) least squares problem of
minimizing the euclidean norm of (T E)0)(x-v) subject
r	 n-r
to Akv = 0.	 We also have the equation AkQ QTv = [RT,03-
y=0.	 A particular solution to this equation is obtained
with yl=0.	 The most general solution to AT' = 0 iskv
given by y = (yi,y2) T where y2 is arbitrary.
The substitution 'V"=  Qy gives the rx(n-k) least squares
problem Qy2 = x1 for the (as yet arbitrary) segment y2
of the vector y.
	
Here x1 is the first r components of
-17-
the n vector x. The rx(n-k) matrix Q is the first r
rows of the nx(n-k) matrix Ql...Qk[0,In-k]T-
Operationally the data for R can be generated in the
last n-k columns of the nxn working array where the
matrices Ak reside.
r
Finally the vector x which minimizes f(x) = E xj2/2j -1
on the linear flat of all solutions to Akx d  is given
by x-0', where v Q1.o.Qky.
19	 Now compute the quantity s = max c v, (ieL 2 1 U). Set
s=0 if a-M. If s e. E ^I V II replace v in storage by v, set
a=l, and go to.Step 21.
20	 Else compute the unconstrained minimum f(x-av) =
r
E (xj -ay .)2/2 for a by means of the formula a =
j =1
E x.(v./v)/ E v.(v. /v), v = sa,j =1 J J	 j =1 J J	 l J	 J
21	 Compute the smallest ratio w = (cx-di )/cv over these
iE6l for which civ a slIvIl. Put w = a if T _ or
c v s e lIv,l for all ieP. Then set w: = min(w,a).
Replace x in storage by x-wv. Go to Step 7.
22	 Move q to U. Recompute the pseudoinverse by adding a 
to Ak with procedure L5(A,k,n,aq,P). Go to Step 9
23	 Move q from U. Recompute the pseudoinverse by deleting
a  from Ak
 with procedure L6(A,k,n,aq). Go to Step 9.
-18-
Remarks
In Steps 12 and 13 we say that all the dual coefficients are nonnegative
(numerically) if the smallest of them exceeds -CC' 	 This is based
on the posterior estimate for errors in y caused by errors in the data,
(see [53, Eq. (2.4.9))^
ff IAk ^
Idy 1 S	
Il	 ^`
1-xp	
Idx i + I!dA ^^ [ I!yl!+
A	
l^k 
k
F
. ^	 IAkll	 ^	 f
1-HP
	
^^d2 ll 1 , PA 	I'dAkll/1^0Ak 	 k
We make the simplifying assumptions that !lAkll	 l4 k14 l so that K
lAk+ 111^k ll = 1; 1- 'XPA a! 1, and I!dAjj -3! e. Since x is exact, jldx1j=0. Combining
these terms we have the (approximate) inequality Ildyll s E[ j!yll+fld2 `^ ]. Thus
the largest error in any component of y exceeds -e [ ilyil+ , ld2 i! ]. This is the
worst case which would still have yielded a nonnegative dual solution had
it not been for data errors in A k. We allow always for this worst case to
occur in our computation of a nonnegative solution of Aky=g.
F--. _ _	 -
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Implicit Pseudoinverse computation, Column deletion and insertion
for use with gradient Projection algorithms,
Procedize L4 (A,k,n,g). Computing Akg
We have ^R^= Qk...QlAk where the Qi are orthonormel and R is kxk and upper
triangular.
Step
1	 If k=0, quit.
2	 Else the product Qi-g replaces g in storage, (-,,..,,lc)
3	 The product R^l[g1,,,.,gk 3T replaces the first k
components of g in storage, This product is computed
by solving Rz=g with z replacing the first k components
of g in storage.
-0-W
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Procedure L5 (A,kpn,a q	 Inserting a column in the matrix A k-
Step
1	 The vector a becomes the k+lst
 column of a workinct arravq
whose first k columns are Q k#OOqjA k-
2	 The matrix products q i a k+10 (i--lp,sopk)p replace a k+l
in storage.
3	 Compute an orthonormal transformation ^k+lp
so that a k is zero in components k+2,,,,,n,(See [51)
4	 j
4
-21-x.
Procedure i6 (A,k,n,aq)
Deleting a column in the matrix Ak.
Step
1 The column vector
Delete a  by rest
aA+l, ... ,ak; have
of the array A in
a  occupies column A of the working array A.
aring the original column vectors of A,
them replace the columns a,,...,ak 1
-
storage.
2
	
Have Qiai replace a  in storage for i=1, ... 0x-1,
J	 -le
RllNow Q^
-l...Q1Ak -
^-1
upper triangular.
R12 	 ,l-1
where R11 is
R22 J n f+l
k.A
3	 Continue the forward triangularization to obtain
Qk-1...Q1[al,... aq-1'aq+l'...,ak] = [RT ,01 where R
is upper triangular and (k-1)x(k-1). Set k; = k-1,
'0;d quit.
The computational algorithms of Section 3 have been programmed in
FORTRAN V (Univac 1108). Arrangements for acquisition of this code can
be made by contacting the author.
-22-
RI'ORMULATING OTHER QUADRATIC PROGRAMMING PROBLEMS
Frequently a quadratic programming problem is given in the form
minimize ^xTBx + aTx
sub ect to
Cx Z d.
We assume here that explicit equality constraints have been removed. (This
is done exactly as in Procedure Ll), The matrix B is n x n, positive semi-
definite and symmetric, while C is m x n.
To this end let
B = USVT
be a singular value decomposition of B. Since B is symmetric and positive
semidefinite, we may take U = V. We have S = TffOn r , where r is the
rank of B, T, consists of the positive eigenvalues of B.
r n-r
b 
(T- 
®In-r)Va = [b1' b2 1T
e,-,d
r n-r
Y= Cyl ly2i.
1
Then with y (T2E)In_r )VTx + [bl ,0]T , we have
jxTBx + ax = Illy 1112 + b2TY2
 - IIbl 11212 •
Cx z d
-23-
The constraint
Cx z d
becomes
C # y z d',
where
C, = CV(T-10In-r)
and
d'	 d+CV I 2QDIn_r)[b1,0]T,
A trivial further simplification can be made by letting Bz2 = y2
 where
B is a diagonal matrix whose elements are the reciprocals of the components
of b2 , if they are nonzero, and are ones otherwise. The vector y 2 can be
permuted so that all of its leading components are ones. In this case
the 'hard core' quadratic program becomes
given	 0 s r s s s n,
minimize cp ( x ) =.I(x12+...+xr2) + (xr+l+..& +xs)
sub ect to m inequality constraints.
This presents no difficulty; the gradient computation is changed in
Step 
-9 of procedure L3 of Section 3:
t	 1
new,.
d	 ^
f	 k
—24—
r	 s-r	 n-s
8(x) = 
	
(xl, ... ) xr , 1,^_•,.. , 0,^, , . 0 ) T
The computation of the unconstrained minimum along the linear flat of
dual active constraints must be modified in an obvious way, too.
In case the matrix B is positive definite a Cholesky decomposition
B F T F can be obtained where F is a triangular nonsingular matrix. Now
let w = Fx + z. The vector z is chosen so that 2xTBx+aTx = 2Tw + const.
An equivalent problem is to minimize 2J  = ly,2 /2 subject to
CF-lw Z CF-lz + d.
ation of procedure L3 computes the solution to this problem.
^. AN APPLICATION: CURVE FITTING WITH CONSTRAINTS
In a great variety of applications there is a need to (least squares)
fit data by curves which exhibit qualitative properties such as monotonicity
and convexity over certain subintervals of the interval on which the data
are given.
One well known way to construct such curves is to use cubic .splines;
the various constraints in the fitted curve become linear equality and
inequality constraints on the coefficients which define the cubic spline. (See
Amos and Slater, [61,)
More precisely, suppose m data triples are given, say ((xi,yi,Q7d)-
The data points xi
 are the independent variables, the points y  are the
observations, and the of are the standard deviations of the observations.
The points xi
 (which we assume are increasing with i) lie in an
interval [a,b] with a s xi and xm s b.
We assume that n+2 fixed breakpoints b0 5 b  s ... s b  s bn+l'
(bo = at bn+l - b) are given.
For purposes of scaling, the interval [a lb] should be changed to
[-1 3,+1] by the transformation t = (2x-s)/d, (d=b-a, s=a+b). This trans-
formation is applied to the breakpoints b it (i=O, ... ,n+l), together with
the data points xi , (i=l,,,.,m). For convenience we now revert to the
original notation.
We define a twice differentiable function p(x) on [-1,1] by cubics
Pi(x) = cil(x-bi-1)3+c12(x-bi-1)2+ci3(x-b3-l)+ci4 for
-25
bi-1 s x < bit (i=1,..,,n+1).	 (5.1)
-26-
The function p so defined will be twice continuously differentiable
provided
pi(bi) = pi+l(bi)
pi ( b i )	pi+l (bi )o (^ = dx)p
and
Pi(bi)	 pi+l(bi)
	 (5.2)
at the interior breakpoints (or knots) b i , i=1,.,,,n.
The fitted curve and its first two derivatives will interpolate certain
values if additional equality constraints
p (1) (x^) = y3 i 9(i=0,1,2),	 (5.3)
are specified.
These conditiGns allow you to force the fitted curve to pass through
certain points, have a local minimum or maximum where desired, and force
points of inflexion to occur at other given points.
Since p"(x) is a piecewise linear function, its sign throughout any
subinterval [x ,x2] can be fixed (nonnegative) by having p"(xi) z 0 and
p"(x2) Z 0. Analogous remarks hold when fixing the sign of p"(x) to be
nonpositive on [xIx2]1-1
.	 j
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These remarks show that the convexity (downward or upward) of c can
be designated on any subinterval of [-1,+1] since p" Z 0 implies p is
convex on that subinterval.
More generally consider the four basic shal2es which can be 'pieced
together' to form a large class of functions p(x):
1. p convex downward and increasing on [x',x "1 2
2. p convex downward and decreasing on [x1,x2]
3. p convex upward and increasing on [xl,x2]
4. p convex upward and decreasing on [xi,x2]	 (5.4)
These four basic shapes can be achieved by the respective constraints
1. P"(XV z 0, P"(x2) Z 0, P'(xi) >- 0
2. p" (xl) Z 0 2 p" (x2 ) 2 0, p' (x2) :!5 0
3• P"(xj_) s 0, P"(X2) s 0. P'(X2) k 0
4. p" (xi) s 0, P,"(x2 s 0, P'(xi) s 0	 (5.5)
For notational convenience, I'll define the 4(n+l) - dimensional vector
c of the coefficients,
C 
= 
[cll' cl2 ,cl3' c l4' c21' c22' c23' c24' ... ,cn+1,1'
cn+1,2'12n+1,3'cn+1,4]
T
(5.6)
-28-
Generally speaking the desired form of the curve gives rise to
1. The equality constraints for continuity. (Matrix E)
2. The equality constraints for interpolation of the curve and
its derivatives through specified values. (Matrix E)
3. The inequality constraints for achieving basic shapes. (Matrix C)
4. The inequality constraints for bounding the curve and its
derivatives. (Matrix C)
Many other desired properties of the fitted curve can be posed as linear
equality aLd inequality constraints on the vector c. I will not elaborate
on these.
The fitted curve is to least squares .fit the m data points with
res pect to the weighting matrix W = dia 1	 1P	 B	 6	 g(Q ,...,Q).
1	 m
Thus we are led to the following quadratic programming problem for the
Dr c:
minimik,e	 1^(Ac-d) I^
subject to Ec = f
and
Cc Z e.	 (5.8)
matrices A, E and C,_ and the vectors d, f and a are defined as follows:
Let mi , i=l,...,n+l, be the number of data points in the subinterval
l ,bi 1. Then A is an m x 4(n+l) block diagonal matrix
Al
	0
A2
A =
0	 An+1
(5.9)
A
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where each Ai is an mi x 4 matrix
( xk7bi
-1 )
3
 , ( Xk-bi
-l)
2 
1 (x k-bi-1)' 1
r
Ai
(xk+nr.	 3-bi-l) ' (xk+mil bi-1) ? , (xk+mil -1), 1
L-	
1
(5.10)
i=1,.,.,n+l
Here the x. indexed k,...,k+m7 denote just those x such that xk-1 < bi-1 9J
x  s ... s Xk+m_l < big
i
That 3n x 4(n+l) portion of the matrix E. E (1) which determines the
,e2 continuity of the curve has the block diagonal form
El	 0
E(l) --	 •
	
(5.11)
0	 En
where each Ei is a 3 x 8 matrix
Fdi 3,di2,di,1,0,0,0,-1
E  =	 3di2.2di,1,0,0,0,-110
6di22,o,0,0,-2,0,0
(5.12)
di = bi-bi-1
-30-
That portion of the matrix E which specifies that the curve or its
derivatives are to interpolate values is given by the appropriate 4(n+l)
row vectors
4j
E  2) = (0p...,O,di% d i2 ,d i3 O,... ) 03	 (5.13)
(P(x •) = y (0)),
f
(p,(x.) = y(1))
17
i	 i
and
(p„(x) = yi(2))
rx
b1 s xi
 < bj+l, c  = xi-bj
4j
F i (2) 	 [0 1 ... ,0,3di222di,1,0,0,...,(3
	
(5.14)
	
J
b  s xi !9 bj+l' di = xi-bj
4j
Gi ( )
	 LOs...,0,6(xi-b j),2,0,0,0,...,01
	
(5•^5)
b  < xi s bj+l , di xi-bj
`f
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OP
The matrix C will
one of the rows Ei(2),
constraints p(xi ) s 
e 
E. (3) . Analogous rema:
or pu(xi) s ei.
consist of several (say A) rows each with the form of
F1(2) and Gi(2) of Eqs. (5.13)-(5.15), Inequality
will change the sign of the four nonzero entries of
rks hold when forming rows corresponding to p'(xi ) :9
 e 
JI	
The vectors d, f and a are defined by
d = [yl$...,yn]T
	
(y.1 = observations),
3n
f = CO '.002y (0)	 (2) T ( (J) = interpolated values>0 >Yl	 # ...,yk	 ] 
for derivatives),
and
T
e = el ,...e
A
] (e i bound for the curve or its derivatives.;
if this was an upper bound, change the
sign of e i )	 ( 5.16)
Finally, the vector of coefficients, c, can be obtained by executing the
procedure Ll(WA.,Wd ,E,f,c,e,m,3n+k,.t,4n+4;c,res), (k z 0., 1 2 0), which was
given in Section 3 of this paper. If the required constraints desired for the
fitted curve can be realized, a vector c will always be given by procedure Ll.
This can be a welcome component of interactive lightpen-data fitting software
systems.
The evaluation of the fitted curve at any point a s x s b is done by
computing
1. t = (2x-s)/d; (d=b-a,s-a+b)
- __j
r-
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2. Find i such that b 
i-1 i
g t < bil (1 s ig n+l).
3. C^mpute y = t--b
4. compute p ( x ) = ((Cily,c i2 ) y,,,,,,13 )Y+c 14
Compute P '(x ) = [(3c,,Y+2c i2)y+ci3 ][2/d]
Compute pll(x) =
 [6cily+2c 
V 
lf[2/d 32).
'Ar
_33_
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